HSB Malmö's previous CEO, Johnny Örbäck, was the one who authorised the building of the Turning Torso. He himself lives in the building and recognises that EZbooking works just fine. "People are actually starting using more and more IT solutions in the housing branch. After the IT crash in the year 2000, not much happened, until now".

HSB initiated the implementation of broadband to all apartments. Already in 1999, 35000 apartments were connected. "I am convinced that more solutions such as EZbooking will be used in the housing branch, in the future", says Johnny Örbäck.

When the Turning Torso – Malmö’s new imposing edifice – looked for a booking system, their choice was made on Artologik EZbooking. The software administrates the bookings of all common activities and premises, from the basement to the 54th floor.

"With EZbooking it is very easy to book all public spaces", says Jan Andersson, concierge at the Turning Torso. "Everything figures in the software, from the conference room on the 7th floor to the panoramic floors (43rd and 49th), overnight rooms, gym, sauna and jacuzzi on the 43rd, and finally the laundry room.

EZbooking has been used inside the Turning Torso since November, 1st, 2005. "It works perfectly well", continues Jan Andersson. "It is easy to understand and use. It is also commonly used, everyday, all day round."

Did you know that...

HSB’s Turning Torso comes from an original sculpture called the Twisting Torso. Santiago Calatrava, one of today’s most inspired architects, got his idea for the HSB Turning Torso from a man in a rotating movement.

HSB’s Turning Torso’s uniqueness has pinned Malmö and Sweden down on world maps. The New York Museum of Modern Arts exhibits the HSB’s Turning Torso among other impressively high buildings spread in the rest of the world. Though, HSB’s Turning Torso is the only one which actually is a residential building.

Highest buildings in the world:
Taipei, Taipei, Taiwan – 509m
Empire State Building, New York, USA – 381m
HSB’s Turning Torso, Malmö, Sweden – 190m
Statue of Liberty, New York, USA – 93m
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Read more... www.turningtorso.com
What do you work with?
I am responsible for two main areas.
I work with economic tasks such as invoicing, payments, wages and HR questions. The rest of my time I spend planning the production by assigning our resources on specific projects we have to deliver at a certain point in time.

What do you like best at Artisan?
There is a very good atmosphere here! Mood and colleagues are really nice, both here at the Växjö office and in Oskarshamn.

What do you think about winter?
I love it! I enjoy skiing very much and take every year a few weeks off in the Alps or any other mountain. In fact, I was born in Norrland, which is situated in the North half of Sweden, so of course I love winter! I like it by the sea as well; I have a cottage in the farthest part of the Blekinge archipelago, on an island which cannot be reached by car.
During the summer, it is an ideal place to disconnect, escape from gardening and stress. I can just be!

Queries in all world languages!
This fall, we launched the latest version of Query&Report (v3.0)! You can now use HTML editors, create respondent properties,...
The biggest news concerns the UTF-8 format of this application. It allows, by simply adding an optional plug-in, to translate queries in any language in the world and send this query to a targeted group of respondents whatever their language. Contact us to test it now!

Have you discovered the whole Artologik series?
- EMailResponse
- EZbooking
- TIME
- Query&Report
- WebPublish
- ProjectManager
- HelpDesk

Get your 30-day free trial! Read more on our new web site:
www.artologik.net